
Check Opinions At The Door

Eternally, unremittingly and endlessly: we heard from interchangeable, reform-bought, 
minimally experienced educational consultants.  So many had been hired, in fact, that as the 
years of accountability evolved, few agreed upon the incessantly imposed (and often bafflingly 
contradictory) dictates.  Adding confusion to chaos, blindly protective of the practices they had 
been hired to represent, evaluative personnel felt no compunction about arguing heatedly with 
administrators, or amongst themselves, in front of the very teachers expected to not only embrace 
but implement their inflexibly presented commands.  

Wishing to wrap my head around what felt to be the fully illogical fact that, despite 
repeatedly feeble results, an endlessly mandated, forever shifting school reform not only 
mattered, but somewhere along the line had become a district imperative – I decided to place a 
growing faith in the power of camouflage.  Painstakingly I began to create, and then affix, an 
ever-growing armory of highly visible “camel flags.”  

The more they flashed; the more they danced?
The more they glittered and glowed?

	
 Well, evidently it was the eye-catching sparkle behind camel flags which most reliably 
conjured up the educational magic promised by a modern-day liability.

Making a concerted effort, on a personally-purchased whiteboard I printed out multiple 
highly visible content, reading, writing and language objectives.  Taking care to integrate the 
ostentatious jargon of reform, on an additionally-purchased whiteboard I constructed a plainly 
leveled seven-step lesson plan agenda.  

Alongside?  
Attentively I posted a heavily detailed warm-up activity.  
Two bulletin boards now became official, smartly-colored Word Walls.  Over my desk, 

resolutely I tacked down our most recently adopted writing strategy posters: posters 
compellingly printed onto luminously bright-pink and bright-yellow paper.	


Distractingly decorated with stars and arrows, boldly lettered state standards now paraded 
along the top of my chalkboard.  Unmistakably evident, right out there next to the classroom 
doors, judiciously I taped up various neatly written student work samples.  Out in full view?  A 
four-inch-thick multi-dividered curriculum guide – open, if not exactly to any particular page, yet 
still unquestionably in use.  And, there, conspicuously visible, placed under the desks, onto the 
bookshelves, and stacked up onto various tables for anyone to see, the intentionally selected 
reform-approved texts, workbooks and unmistakably labeled student-leveled readings.

Theoretically, as a good modern-day teacher?
Oh, I was fully prepared.
But, keeping up; finding occasion to not only interchange sight-friendly work and words 

to meet checklist-dependent evaluator demands even as I labored to effectively instruct five to 
six large classes per day.  Keeping up: reading and responding to an onslaught of modern-day 
emails even as planning period after planning period lost ground to whimsically added 
intervention, evaluation and data team meetings; fulfilling mandatory duty assignments even as I 
jumped to the belligerent orders for always and forevermore standing in the hallway between 
classes.  Well, like all teachers in our building?  

Due to the fact that we were (so very annoying in days of an instantaneous magic) only 
human, I often fell behind.  



When, one day, the administrator-in-training who led our countless data team meetings 
walked into my classroom unannounced, an official district-endorsed good teacher checklist 
unmistakably in hand...

I experienced a little panic.  
Seating himself at the back of my room, his gaze immediately began to wander.  Head 

popping up, and then down, I watched as systematically he availed himself to the absolute 
authority of his evaluation checklist.  Knowing that I hadn’t had time to change the wording of 
multiple objectives; aware that I had been too busy to update the agenda or flip my curriculum 
guide; uncomfortably conscious that the only groupwork in evidence for this day’s lesson would 
be a student here and there who, due to issues of language or special needs, worked with a 
partner – steadfastly I faced my class.  

Forcing my worries aside, I did what I actually know how to do very well, flamboyantly-
worded, flashily-distracting objectives, agendas, work samples, standards, unit goals and heavily 
detailed curriculum guides be damned.  

I taught my class.
In my school mailbox the next day, I discovered a meticulously completed evaluation.  

Everything had been neatly, and positively, checked off: 
Check, check, check, check.  
Perfect score.  
At the bottom I found an unexpectedly appreciative note: 
“Great job.” 
Much too busy consulting his modern-day good teacher checklist; his attention captured 

and fascinated by the glitter and glow emanating from myriad camel flags – this soon-to-be-fixer-
administrator had not actually taken time to note the multiple discrepancies between his official 
checklist camouflage and the genuine content of that day’s lesson.  

That actual, student-centered lesson which, apparently?
Had been very unnecessarily in progress.*

*It was this same man who, during the course of one chart-obsessed data team meeting, loudly and embarrassingly 
chastised me in front of my peers for having taught students who, on one obscure test or another, had produced a 
statistical achievement of only 29%.  Knowing this to be unlikely, I had questioned his information.  Taking a 
moment to review his source data, he’d then offered a little smile before admitting to having transposed the 
numbers.  The actual result?  Suggested a 92% success rate.  Oops.  Ha ha ha.


